
Class- 4th  

Lesson-3 

 Cookie Blog 

 

I. Dictation Words- 

1) Favourite 

2) Spending 

3) Reason 

4) Plenty 

5) Hobby 

6) Recipe 

7) Prepare 

8) Friends 

9) Enjoy 

10) Cookies 

11) Sour-Cream 

12) Internet 

13) Video 

14) Ingredients 

15) Squeeze 

16) Frosting 

17) Continue 

18) Dough 

19) Snow flakes 

20) Delicious 

21) Gorging 



 

II. Word Meanings-                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Blog a shared online magazine where 
people can post diary entries 
about their personal experiences, 
hobbies, etc.  

Internet a computer network that connects 
us to the world 

Internet icon a symbol on the computer screen 
on which you click to open the 
intenet 

Search box a box in which we write whatever 
we want to search for 

Upload to transfer information from the 
computer to the internet 

Gorging eating a lot of something 

 

III . Answer the following questions – 

Q1. Tick the correct option for each. Write it on the blank line. 

a) Dheer liked to …………….. 

i) Dance 

ii) Sing 

iii) Bake 

Answer- Bake 

 

 



b) The frosting for the snowflakes was …………….. 

i) Pink 

ii) Blue 

iii) White 

Answer- White 

 

Q2. From where did Dheer get the recipe for sour-cream cookies ? 

Ans- Dheer got the recipe of sour cream cookies from Ms Archana’s 

blog. 

Q3) Write the steps that Dhani took to find Ms Archana’s Cooking 

Blog. 

Ans-The steps that Dhani took to find Ms Archana’s cooking Blog were 

as follows: 

a) Dhani took out her laptop and clicked on the Internet icon. 

b) She typed ‘special cookie recipe’  in the search box. 

c) Then she pressed enter, and a page opened up showing the 

search results. 

d) The first result was for Ms Archana’s Cooking Blog and she clicked 

on it open it. 

Q4) What did Dheer do while his friends gorged on the delicious 

cookies ? 

Ans- Dheer went to Dhani to talk about the blog while his friends 

gorged on the delicious cookies. 

 



Q5)  What did Dheer name his blog ? 

Ans- Dheer named his blog Cookies Blog. 

 

 

  

 



 

Answer 

 

 

 


